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The reason I still harp on this subject of
subracial differences is the extremely
annoying habit of the arabs ,turks Jews etc to
target the med types as their entry point when
trying to foolwhites.The Girls above are
Albanians but I would guess 99% of people
would take the darker one for something extra
european.l have heard arabs in discos etc
trying to pass themselves off as portugeuse

Two poor french guys with some kind of arab
creature and in the middle a berber
woman.Apparently in some mountain areas in
algeria they are quite white.But as one of the
smarter ones of them I met said it is a matter
of culture. I said she looked European .Yes
she does but she is still an enemy.
One could compare the brainwashed youth to
the janissaries. Raised to fight against their
own and knowing nothing about their real
roots.A lot of the arabs also try to say they are
berber,knowing it is looked down on less.

and italians .So southern europeans face the
same threat as northern ones but also some
the addiditional humiliation of being
confounded with the muck of the third world .
The definition of whiteness being the border
fought over in this case.
France is the most like america of any
european country. We have every kind of
white here . lt is also a minature europe,with
bretons ,alsacians and corsicans wanting out

Blonde girl is three quarters french and one
quarter Harki. When walking in the arab area
with a soldier the soldier was set upon by the
arabs who thought he was a skin head .

.

Many people predict race war for france.The
gypsies are killing arabs in the south and the
arabs have been rioting. The french
themselves are full of bolshie prop from the
schools which are full of trotskyist teachers.
When the race war comes it won't be started
by the french.Holland is closer to ignition point
.Most of the people who are active nationalists
are older although there are a fair few skin
heads around the country. I was out postering
for the no campaign against the european
constitution with a chap with a bad heart who
has to take tablets. He refuses to be beaten.
I heard there was a brazilian type beach
trawling in portugal by 500 blacks recently . I
listen to the BBC world service and have no
TV. The portugeuse are supposed to be the
least racist according to the BBC.I have found
them more race conscious than the
french.They do let any brazilian into their
country and the south americans are really a
mess .What percentage of whites we would
salvage from south america I don't know and
have never been there.
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Jewish spy < Sidney Reilly > and
the actor who played him in the
BBC television series of the
1980s.Rather a large difference in
appearance lThat series was one
of the better things on TV then.
What I have managed to find of
Robert Bruce Lockhart3 writings
are well worth reading. He was a
prisoner of the Reds.('^l ij"u )

I knew a race mixing lrish girl who tried very hard to

befriend a gypsy woman. The gypsy took her money but
would have none of her friendship and was not interested
in interaction and having coffee. This girl went on to abort
a black baby. When she found out I was a Nazi we had a
great conversation in which she told me she thought
the white race was doomed. The Gypsies are supposedly
from lndia originally and are rock hard culturally and not
interested in anything about them. Chamberlain
speculated that they were some kind of Aryan reflux from
lndia on the basis of Hungarian gypsy music.The ones I
know though are race mixing with the Arabs, it's hard to
judge the rate relative to the normal French population but
I would guess at a much lower rate.
It is clear that there is some Aftican influx into southern
Europe and some Asian into eastern. ln the bar I go to
there is a polish chap and I assumed he was a Jew, but
no.
I think the definition will always be fuzzy . But clearly
people with an obvious amount of non
European genes such as would show up in a test are not.
Lots of research needs to be done and the solution if and
when it comes won't be based on academic discussion or
theorising.
As for sickle cell, we cannot forget genetic drift. Genes
can be amplified in a population.
It's an irony that the purest part of the race, the Nordic part
is the most suicidal and suffers from the most
projectionism. Even in lreland we find a blood disorder
thanks
to lrish soldiers of the imperial army bringing back lndian
wives. The entire white race has suffered thanks to
mongrelisation ,although clearly some parts more than
others .We will just have to salvage what we can.
I can only think of lceland as a country that really satisfies
your definition and I hear the women there are doing well
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from selling their eggs (to who I don't know).| don't think
the singer Bjork is typical .She clearly has a little asian.
I think future emigration policy should take into account
the healths of the various white populations. White being
defined by me as having the vast majority of its
genetic material as white. Western Europe should be the
source and not the sink. Still we cannot neglect the
boundary effect. Places like Greece are in the west and
are
under attack and the people there have a stronger sense
of identity. Also some of the Russians I have seen were
clearly Eurasian (Brezhnev comes to mind) but the
majority are not although the national character has had a
little Asiatic rub off on it. Similarily the Finns are white with
a little admixture of Asiatic. ln one of the school
books I saw here caucasian is put down as white and so
all north africa is called white africa. I don't know if this is a
wide spread practice here.
There seems to many nomenclatures.l use caucasian to
describe the bigger group including indians and arabs and
white for the aryan group only. I saw a film in which an
Italian film crew weren't killed by blacks because they
were considered non white. Well the ltalians are white
enough to be targeted by ZOG and millions of immigrants
are flooding in there too. lf the Jews hate you you could
well be white!
Its ones of the lefties favorite tools to tell us how we are all
race mixed already. One ltalian/moroccan woman who
grew up in ltaly attacked me when I was leafleting and
her favourite theme was how the roman empire race
mixed.Well they did a bit but nothing like today.As long as
people are mentally functional as europeans
I also met a German girl whose greatgrandfather was a
mongolian who raped her greatgrandmother . She had
dark hair and looked more slavic than german but still

brought revisionist books to germany to show all her
family .She had not crossed the line where ever it is .The
line between a tiny trace and mongrelisation.l judge on a
case by case basis .
AIso there are ethnic differences between
europeans,many having arisen normally and due to
geographic separation but some certainly due to a tinge of
nonwhite.The
Jew managed to sneak in through the cracks in the
definition of whiteness because we were so used to
differences between europeans and variation.
The best thing we can do is to keep our existing nations .
I met a red cheeked blond jew in a bar . I knew he was
before it was confirmed when he left because he
immediately commented on the celtic cross I wear .No
doubt the
majority of his ancestors were aryans but perhaps the y
chromosome of the jews had come down to him.There are
certainly many mysteries that may never be solved
or even have their questions properly posed.For example
mixes on the fathers side are worse than on the mothers
side especially in male offspring.We have alot of
such half arabs here some appearing to be white ,even
some with light hair,the bad character is usually a warning
signra give away.
That jew immediately started going on about god and
asking did I believe etc showing to me their role in
spreading christianity and undermining our culture.Culture
is
important also . We need both. I don't imply cultural
conversion but the necessity of cultural health in what we
have .Race isnt enough by itself as we saw with the
Janisseries .lts an IFF switch :lf of white race and if of
western culture.Oliver always qualified it like that "we
white men of the west".
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Whatever genes they have a part of the white race is
polarised towards the outside like iron filings aligning with
a magnetic field.
PS its also possible l'm going soft because of all the
"national democratic" ideology l'm exposed to.We worked
quite hard for that no vote.
I remember telling a half english half indian that he looked
like a romanian as a joke. He went bizerk.He said he had
never been so insulted in his life and denounced me by
screaming in public the next time I passed by.The lunatic
asylums collect such results of race mixing and given time
the race will clean itself ,to some extent, if we can keep
out the major flood. Culture creates race and viceversa.
Cultural baniers keep such out. The French have learned
to be hypocrites with the non whites and learn who they
can talk with.
I met an american who was here to join the legion.He
stayed in the pigaille and told me he resisted the charms
of a chinese whore who offered herself to him for
nothing.Whether he went on to join the legion I don't know
but I met one of its officers and he showed me the inside
of his Kepi in which he had a picture of an SS man.
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Masonic pyramid in the middle of Paris.
Mitterand's work.
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Found this girl selling fair trade stuff . Thought
she was french but just from her first name I
guessed she also has some extra european
origins. Even one grandparent and its
dangerous to talk to them. They could turn you
into the thought police!
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